
VAN VUUREN 

TurfTick®2316
Compact, proven, universal, economical, and durable, it is ideal for turf growers 
with a harvest capacity of approximately 900m2 per hour. Due to its compactness, 
the TurfTick® 2316 offers less downtime compared to other automated sod 
harvesters. This results in high production efficiency and low operating costs. 
The high weight of the TurfTick® 2316 makes it possible to harvest a constant 
thickness of turf rolls, even in difficult conditions. This results in a top-quality 
product. In addition, this machine is designed for low maintenance costs and a 
long service life. We want to make the everyday life of our turf growers easier 
and more efficient. This sod harvester is ideal for turf growers who want to 
(continue to) grow or innovate.

Specification 
  

Cutting width  16 inch (40cm), upon request  
 18 (45cm) or 24 inch (60cm)

Cutting length  1,66m (3 turf rolls/2m2);  
 2m (0,8m2); 2,5m (1m2)

Capacity  Up to 900 m2 per hour depending  
 on pallet size 

Width of the combination Approximately 3 to 3.5 meters depending on  
 the tractor and the tractor tires 

 
Blade type Conventional or Van Vuuren  
 colter disks blade system 

Optional Pallet injector, 2nd waste bin, front brush,  
 hydraulic cut-off system, and the ability
 to dump rejected turf rolls
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Advantages TurfTick®2316
Produces rolls of 40cm (16″)
3 roll gripper, and programmable
Several pallet sizes are stackable
Optional pallet injector for 7 pallets

Smart design, easy to maintain

Required tractor
4-wheel drive tractor with at least 75HP
Almost all tractor brands are compatible
Category II three-point linkage
Minimum 2 single actuated hydraulic plug-ins
Feel free to contact us to make sure the TurfTick® 2316 
‘Universal Stacker’ can be linked to your tractor.

The TurfTick® 2316 Universal Stacker enhances 
the growth of your business TurfTick® 2316 is the 
ultimate single operator Universal Stacker

Experiences with the Universal Stacker
The TurfTick® 2316 ‘Universal Stacker’ is used worldwide and 
is of great importance for turf growers to harvest turf more 
efficiently and easily. In this respect, the TurfTick® 2316 delivers 
the best results. Many turf growers have already started with the 
TurfTick®1016 entry-level model and then later also purchased 
the TurfTick®2316 to continue growing or innovate their 
business. Meanwhile, still also using the TurfTick®1016 entry-
level model.

The TurfTick® 2316 is known for its simplicity, long service life, 
and efficiency. Several turf growers claim they cannot do without 
this sod harvester anymore. With the many possibilities the 
TurfTick®2316 offers, we want to make the job easier for our 
customers. We make that happen with this sod harvester. Would 
you like to know more about the TurfTick®2316?
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